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In Meridian Therapy, 
There are two adjustment 

(treatment) methods.

1. Tonify/Disperse the Ki and Blood in 
the Regular Twelve meridians

2. Method to regulate by shunting the 
Ki and Blood of the Eight E. Vessels

（ We call this a second meridian therapy ）



When to use EV treatment

1. Use when Root tx. can not be done 
well

2. It has an immediate effect as an 
emergency therapy

3. For intractable diseases
4. Care for the distant patient/home 

therapy
5. Chronic disease, improvement of 

disease caused by constitution



About Extraordinary Vessel

The Extraordinary Vessels are routes than 
the Regular Meridians, known as the Eight 
Extra or Eight Extraordinary Vessels.

The 12 Regular Meridians and the Eight 
Extraordinary Vessels all branch out and 
interconnect to govern the entire body in 
all its aspects. other



Regular Meridians 
and Extraordinary Vessels

Regular Meridians can be considered the national 
highways of the body. 

Extra Vessels are the bypass routes that ease traffic
congestion on the national highways.

They are the collateral circulation of Regular 
meridians. 

The Elaboration of the Fourteen Channels (十四経発
揮) states, “Ki and blood always flows in the 12 
meridians, but when the Ki of meridians overflows, it 
goes into the EVs”  Note, however, the Extra Vessels 
always exist. 



Original texts about 
Extraordinary Vessel

難経 Nan Jing Chap. 27,28,29.

鍼灸聚英発揮 Elaborations of Gatherings 
from Eminent Acupuncturists

鍼灸大成 Great Compendium of 
Acupuncture and Moxibustion

鍼灸指南 Instruction

Acupuncture and moxibustion



“Extraordinary Vessel tx. Made Easy”











Extra Vessel tx. 
is a treatment method in which

1. Treatment is done by using the confluence points of 
the eight extra vessels

2.The extra channels of the hand and the leg are 
combined and the main channel and the coupled 
channel are decided upon to obtain the best effect.

3. The name of main channel is designated the EV-Sho 
(Pattern). Then, stimulus that functions as a plus is 
applied to the main channel and stimulus that 
functions as a minus is applied to the coupled 
channel. 

＊First channel point is called the main point (+), se-
condary channel point is called the coupled point (-).



EV(two channel) treatment 
protocol

1.  Determine the Kikei SHO（EV Pattern)

１）Examination

Primary examination is Kikei abdominal DX 

２） Choose 1-2 sets of EVs to treat

2.  Perform treatment which acts as (+) on main 
point and acts as (-) on coupled point. 



Main treatment points of 
Extraordinary Vessels

EV Point EV Point

Du
governing

SI3
Yang Qiao

yang heel
BL62

Yang Wei
yang linking

TW5 Dai 
girdling

GB41

Ren
conception

LU7 Yin Qiao
yin heel

KD6

Yin Wei
yin linking

PC6 Chong
penetrating

SP4



Dual meridian Tx. & Points:
‘Miyawaki super 4’

Channel Point Channel Point

Arm Shaoyin HT5 Leg Jueyin LR3

Arm 
Yangming

LI4
Leg 

Yangming
ST43



Benefits of an Extraordinary Tx.

 It shows immediate results.

The examination and diagnoses are 
easy.

The treatment is easy.

The patient can do it at home for 
self-care.



Examination 
and Diagnostic Methods

（１） Diagnosis by the flow of channels

・The Flow of the Regular Meridians

・The Flow of the Extraordinary Vessels

（２） Diagnosis by symptomology and pathology

（３） Diagnosis by palpating for tenderness

（４） Diagnosis by Miyawaki style EV abdominal Dx

（５） Diagnosis by pulse taking

（６） Diagnosis by the use of the magnet tester


